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What Does the Bible Teach About Race? 

Over a century and a half after the emancipation of slaves in the U.S., and over sixty years after 
the beginning of the civil rights movement, race is still an important topic in American culture. 
For all the talk about a colorblind society, our culture is one that is still almost obsessed with    
racial issues. Events in Charlottesville, VA, movements like Black Lives Matter, and terms such 
as ‘white privilege’, ‘cultural appropriation’, and intersectionality all remind us of the             
pervasiveness of racism and racial issues in our country. This lesson will look at the Bible’s 
teaching regarding race, as well as some of the practical consequences for our day. 

WHAT IS RACISM? 

Racism is a belief that race is the primary determinant of human traits and capacities and that   
racial differences produce an inherent superiority of a particular race.1 It views skin color as in-
dicative of personal worth and ability. Racism has long been around in human society. It is not 
unique to America. It existed even in the early church when the Jews viewed Gentiles as not 
worthy to be in their churches and to receive the Holy Spirit as they had received Him.  

Racism can consist of overt acts of discrimination or prejudice, such as separate water fountains, 
separate hotels, or preferential job treatment of equally qualified people. Racism can also consist 
of more subtle things such as attitudes.  

Racism is measured by considering whether an act or attitude is driven by a person’s skin color 
or ethnicity.  

THE BIBLE AND RACE 

The Bible is clear that there is but one race, the human race. All the way back in the beginning of 
human history, in the Garden of Eden, God created two people: Adam and Eve. These two were 
the only entry point ever into the human race. As a result, all humans are descended from Adam 
and Eve. 

Then God said, “Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them rule over the 
fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the livestock, over all the earth, and over all the 
creatures that move along the ground.” So, God created man in his own image, in the image 
of God he created him; male and female he created them. (Genesis 1:26-27) 

The New Testament confirms that all people are related through Adam and Eve. 

“The God who made the world and everything in it is the Lord of heaven and earth and does 
not live in temples built by hands. And he is not served by human hands, as if he needed any-
thing, because he himself gives all men life and breath and everything else. From one man 

                                                
1 Miriam-Webster Dictionary. 
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he made every nation of men, that they should inhabit the whole earth; and he determined 
the times set for them and the exact places where they should live. (Acts 17:24-26) 

This confirms that all of us are related. There is no “us” and “them.” In Adam, we are all cous-
ins, although very distant cousins. After the Flood in Genesis 6, where God destroyed the world 
for its exceeding sinfulness, Noah and his three sons and their wives became a “new Adam,” 
through whom the entire human race would descend.  

THE ORIGIN OF RACES 

Many people still think that 'light' skin is somehow tremendously different from 'dark' skin, in 
spite of the scientific evidence that shows overwhelming biological similarity among all the peo-
ple of the world.  

Over the past several decades, sophisticated studies of human skin pigmentation using special 
stains and the electron microscope have shown that the differences in skin pigmentation among 
the so-called races of mankind are only very minor. In fact, there is only one skin color. It simply 
varies in shades, based on the amount of a chemical called melanin. It is a pigment that is       
produced by skin cells. 

Each person has a genetic code that controls his skin color, or the amount of melanin capable of 
being produced. It is received from his parents in conception. The color of skin will depend on 
how the genes mix in conception. The same is true of hair color, eye color, and other genetic  
features.  

Tracing from the beginning of humanity, Adam and Eve had all the genetic code. It was passed 
down from parent to child through the natural process of procreation. Yet the entire code was not 
necessarily passed down. As people groups (based on geography and language as described in 
Genesis 11) developed their own unique cultures, certain genetic information was marginalized 
and people groups began to develop a very unique appearance. Today, with a rise in “interracial 
children,” that is, a child with parents from two different skin colors, we are seeing a mixing of 
genes again in a way that has the potential to change the way that people look. 

A world-renowned authority in clinical dermatology, Dr Anthony du Vivier at London's King's 
College Hospital, accurately sums up present scientific knowledge on the subject: 'There are the 
same number of melanocytes [pigment-forming cells] to be found in both Negroid and Caucasian 
skin.'  

Other experts agree; the differences in coloration arise from the way in which melanin (the dark 
pigment found in the skin of all people) is packaged. The melanosomes (tiny melanin-packaging 
units) are slightly larger and more numerous per cell in dark-skinned than light-skinned people. 
They also do not degrade as readily, and disperse into adjacent skin cells to a higher degree. 

This means that the differences are at a subcellular level; that is, there are minor variations in 
very minute areas, called organelles, residing in the pigment cells. These variations are under the 
control of the normal principles of genetics. Genetic information in people has been constructed 
by the Creator so as to allow a remarkable capacity to vary the pigmentation of the skin and hair.  
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Actually, skin and hair color result from the relative levels of two types of melanin pigment: the 
dark-brown pigment discussed above, and a reddish version of the pigment. All people produce 
the red pigment, but red-headed people lack the ability to produce normal levels of the dark    
pigment. This is now thought to be due to a mutation in one of the genes involved in pigment 
manufacture in the skin cells. 

Not only do red-heads lack the ability to produce much protective dark pigment, but their red 
pigment reacts directly with sunlight to produce chemicals which cause damage to their DNA, 
which leads to skin cancer. Red-heads must therefore be doubly careful in their exposure to the 
sun. While red hair may be beautiful, it almost certainly arose from a mutation causing the loss 
of ability to produce dark pigment. So, Eve was not a red-head!  

GENES FOR ALL SKIN COLORS  

The family which survived the Flood would have to have had sufficient genetic variability to   
account for the full range of normal skin colors in their descendants — thus they would have 
likely had middle-brown skin. Such people would have had a mixture of genes which code for 
light and dark skin — giving them brown skin. When the genes for light skin came together in 
their children they would be lighter in color than their parents; when genes for dark skin came 
together the children would be darker than their parents. The red-headedness almost certainly 
arose some time later.  

It took an event like the confusion of languages and the resultant dispersion at Babel to break  
humanity into smaller separated groups. Because each group would have been much smaller than 
the entire population, each would therefore have had less ability to vary than the original       
population and so would have had a more consistent skin color.  

Social preferences could also have developed with discrimination against variant skin types for 
marriage, resulting in even more consistent skin color developing. People living in tropical areas 
could have realized that light skin was detrimental to health (and ability to work in the sun) and 
so persons with light skin would come to be seen as undesirable candidates for marriage.      
Conversely, people living at high latitudes could have developed discrimination against dark skin 
because of its association with rickets in the low-light environments.  

DARWINIAN RACISM  

For a long time, Darwinists held that the visible differences between groups of people arose 
through long time periods in which they were isolated from each other. This teaching has given 
rise to many racist ideas, as it implies that one group may have evolved more slowly than        
another, and thus be somehow less human. If true, it would also suggest that the differences were 
biologically substantial.  
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This belief was held by many in previous generations. In fact, in 1904, an African Pygmy was 
put in a cage with an orangutan in the Bronx Zoo because it was believed that he was a lower life 
form.2  

From the Bible's account of man's origins, one would predict, on the other hand, that even the 
seemingly obvious differences between various groups would be biologically trivial, which is  
exactly what we find in all respects. 

Whereas an evolutionary ladder may give rise to the ideas of racism, the biblical account of the 
origin of humanity clearly does not. The Bible teaches us that all mankind is equal because we 
all have the image of God passed down from our parents.  

ARE BLACK PEOPLE THE RESULT OF A CURSE ON HAM?  

The previous discussion shows clearly that the blackness of, for example, black Africans, is 
merely one particular combination of inherited factors. This means that these factors themselves, 
though not in that combination, were originally present in Adam and Eve. The belief that the skin 
color of black people is a result of a curse on Ham and his descendants is nowhere taught in the 
Bible. Furthermore, it was not Ham who was cursed, but his son, Canaan (Gen. 9:18, 25, 10:6). 
Furthermore, Canaan’s descendants were probably mid-brown skinned (Gen. 10:15–19), not 
black. False teaching about Ham has been used to justify slavery and other unbiblical racist  
practices. It is traditionally believed that the African nations are largely Hamitic, because the 
Cushites (Cush was a son of Ham: Gen. 10:6) are thought to have lived where Ethiopia is today. 
Genesis suggests that the dispersion was probably along family lines, and it may be that Ham’s 
descendants were on average darker than, say, Japheth’s. However, it could just as easily have 
been the other way around.3 

CHRISTIANS AND RACE MATTERS 

The Bible’s teaching on the image of God in man should remove all issues of race.                  
Unfortunately, for those who do not believe the Bible, or who choose not to live by God’s com-
mands in the Bible, racism remains a sin against God and the image of God in fellow humanity. 
The truth is that all mankind is made in God’s image. There is no room left for partiality.  

In the early church in the first century, there were some who were hesitant to accept this teaching 
that all were equal in the body of Christ. They wanted to bring their racial preferences into the 
church. Paul forbade such attitudes in Galatians 3:28 where he said, There is neither Jew nor 
Greek, slave nor free, male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus. Further, the Bible 
teaches that we are not to discriminate based on physical characteristics: My brothers, as         
believers in our glorious Lord Jesus Christ, don’t show favoritism - lit., Do not ‘receive a face’  
(James 2:1). 

                                                
2 Jerry Bergman, “Ota Benga: The Man Who Was Put On Display In The Zoo!” Creation 16 (December 1993): 48–
50. Also at http://www.answersingenesis.org/creation/v16/i1/otabenga.asp accessed on 4 June 2019. 
3 https://answersingenesis.org/blogs/ken-ham/2013/01/26/was-ham-cursed/ accessed on 4 June 2019. 
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Despite this biblical teaching, the church has a long and inglorious history regarding racism. In 
the U.S., many have justified racism based on erroneous teaching, such as the teaching that Ham 
was cursed and therefore black people are inferior to others. In fact, some major denominations 
grew out of the slavery debate in the U.S. (the Southern Baptist Convention, for instance) and it 
is common knowledge that Sunday morning is the most segregated period of the week! 

Christ died for all mankind. He did not die just for the people that look like us, or the people that 
look like Him. God calls all people everywhere to repent and believe in him (Acts 17:30), and 
He can do that because Christ died for all men everywhere. His death was colorblind. As         
followers of Jesus Christ, we must live in the pattern of the atonement of Jesus, loving the people 
for whom Christ died without partiality or hesitation.  

Christians must be careful to avoid all forms of racism in our words and attitudes. For instance, 
we must not attribute behavior to race – e.g. “Those people commit so much crime, what’s their 
problem?!” What is [our] problem according to the Bible? Sin! We not only have creation in 
common with all races, but also the Fall. People do not behave in particular ways because of skin 
color or any other inherited characteristics - other than a sin nature! All people are to be objects 
of respect as God’s image-bearers, and love as needy recipients of the Gospel. 

At Community Bible Church, we should desire to look like our community, whatever its profile 
now or in the future. We should want to be a multi-racial church of first generation Christians. 
By God’s grace, we will love the people that He loves and reach out to them with the message of 
life and hope in Christ alone. 

 



Community Bible Church is committed to helping each member of your family live 
out the purposes for which God made us. We offer ministries and events targeted to 
every age group to help equip each person to live a life filled with meaning:

• June 23rd at 6:00 is the next installment of the Oneness Marriage series. All who 
want to learn more about God’s design for marriage are welcome to attend.

• July 14-18 is Vacation Bible School where each evening at 6:00, kids (K-5th) will 
have a blast with The Incredible Race.

• August 9th is our annual Mudhens game at Fifth Third field in Toledo.

• September 8th begins a 9-week series on finances using Dave Ramsey’s Financial 
Peace University curriculum. 

• September 13-14 is a Couple’s Retreat at the Gull Lake Conference Center (see 
www.gulllake.org) with guest speaker, Biblical counselor Rick Thomas – see Rick’s 
bio at www.rickthomas.net. 

• Pioneer Clubs and Community Institute meet each Wednesday at 7:00 from 
September – April. Pioneer Club is a Christ-centered ministry for K-5th that is 
designed to teach the truth of the Bible in a structured yet fun environment.  Teens 
meet for the High Impact Students while the adults gather for Community Institute 
which offers classes on the Bible and practical Christian living. 

• Growth Partners involves the daily study of a portion of the Bible, weekly 
memorization of Bible verses and the weekly study of a resource that 
provides insights to the biblical profile of maturity for a man or woman of God. 
Partners meet weekly or biweekly to pray, discuss the reading assignments 
and review the memory verses. This time is also an opportunity for partners 
to share the daily events and concerns of their lives in a confidential setting. 
See the Welcome Desk for more information. 

Please consider participating in these or any of our other events. We’d love to have 
your family become a part of our family!

Find all our events at www.cbctrenton.com


